Abstract-Flexible allocation of resources is one of the main benefits of cloud computing. Virtualization is used to achieve this flexibility: one or more virtual machines run on a single physical machine. These virtual machines can be deployed and destroyed as needed. One obstacle to flexibility in current cloud systems is that deploying multiple virtual machines simultaneously on multiple physical machines is slow due to the inefficient usage of available resources.
I. INTRODUCTION Cloud computing offers flexibility for allocating data center resources. Users have more choice with regard to how much resources they use at any given time and the software that can be used. In the context of high performance computing, this flexibility means that, for example, users can quickly set up a computing environment with software of their choosing on top of multiple virtual machines running on multiple physical machines.
One obstacle to setting up such an environment is the time it takes to transfer virtual machine images to the physical machines. The naive approach is to start as many file transfers on the server serving the images as there are virtual machines to be deployed. However, this leads to transferring the same data multiple times, as the number of unique images to be transferred is typically much smaller than the number of virtual machines being deployed. It is in fact typical that most of the virtual machines in a single large deployment use the same image. For example, the worker nodes in a large computing environment usually all use the same base image.
A better solution when the same data needs to be replicated several times to multiple computers is to either distribute the task of uploading images or to use multicast to avoid redundant transmissions. We evaluated these two different approaches of transferring image data. Our test environment was a relatively small cloud system with 72 physical machines whose primary purpose of use is high performance computing. The aim was to find the best method of deployment given the size of the system and the performance of the network that is used for the deployments.
The basic transfer methods we used were BitTorrent [1] and multicast [2] . The specific program we used for the BitTorrent transfers is rTorrent [3] which is based on an open source BitTorrent library called libTorrent [4] . To test multicast transfers, we evaluated two different programs -UDPcast [5] and UFTP [6] .
In order to be able to use the file transfer programs mentioned for virtual machine deployment, we implemented a set of transfer managers for a middleware software called OpenNebula [7] . OpenNebula is used by many research organizations and supercomputing centers to provide cloud resources [8] . The transfer manager is a component of the middleware software that is responsible for managing the transfer of the images to hosts from the image repository and doing the necessary preparations on the hosts so that virtual machines can boot using the image data. In OpenNebula, the transfer manager is implemented as a set of scripts that call external programs that do the actual work of transferring images and deploying them on the host.
Schmidt et al. have previously studied BitTorrent and multicast in the context of image transfers [9] . They also tested a binary tree transfer program called scp-wave [10] . However, they only provide transfer test results for a fixed number of hosts instead of testing with different numbers of hosts. It is unclear how many hosts were used in their tests, as only the number of cores is specified. Assuming 2 or 4 cores, the number of hosts may have been either 20 or 40.
Wartel et al. have also studied using BitTorrent for image transfers [11] , comparing it against scp-wave. The number of hosts they used for each deployment test was 462. BitTorrent was found to be the faster of the two options.
As there is some overhead associated with managing the transfer sessions when using the more sophisticated transfer methods, some combinations of network speed, image size and number of hosts can make unicast the fastest deployment option. This is the case when the network is sufficiently fast, the image to be transferred is sufficiently small and there are sufficiently few hosts involved in the deployment. In comparison to [9] and [11] , which use a fixed number of hosts, we study how the number of hosts influences the optimal transfer mechanism. For this reason, we evaluated the transfer methods using different numbers of hosts from 1 to 60 and two different image sizes.
We also briefly test the effects of piece size and network topology on deployment time when using BitTorrent in a data center environment. Marciniak et al. have studied the effect of piece size in an environment that simulates a wide variety of host transfer rates and latencies [12] . As far as we know, the effect of piece size in BitTorrent transfers has not been previously studied in the context of fast, low latency data center networks.
The key contributions of our work are:
• We describe a method for integrating multicast and BitTorrent transfer mechanisms into OpenNebula (Section  III) • We analyze the effect of the number of virtual machines being deployed and virtual machine image size on the optimal transfer mechanism selection in a fast dedicated network (Section IV) • We evaluate the effect of BitTorrent piece size on large file transfer time in a datacenter environment (Section IV-D)
II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Frisbee is a system for distributing disk images for installation on physical machines that uses reliable multicast and file system aware compression [13] . The system is fast and efficient for simultaneously deploying tens of machines.
The use of UDPcast for image transfers has previously been studied by Schmidt et al. [9] . They compared its performance against BitTorrent and scp-wave and concluded that for image transfer in a local network, UDPcast is the fastest option. The link throughput in their test network was 1 Gbit/s. Our results were similar when the amount of image data to transfer was sufficiently large. However, the faster network in our environment meant that in many situations using UDPcast did not provide any benefit in deployment speed.
Wartel et al. [11] tested the performance of BitTorrent and scp-wave [10] for large scale deployments of virtual machines. BitTorrent was found to be significantly faster, but scp-wave was still seen as a potentially viable alternative due to its simplicity of use [11] . Wartel et al. also note that BitTorrent requires some tuning to work well in a high bandwidth, low latency environment such as the cloud environment used for the tests in the paper. This is to be expected, as BitTorrent is designed to run in a far more diverse environment with highly variable bandwidths, latencies and client hardware capabilities.
There is also a different approach to image transfers that avoids moving complete images. Instead, its data can be accessed through the network as it is needed and any parts already accessed can be cached locally [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . The virtual machines can start booting right away instead of waiting, but disk I/O performance for parts that need to be read through the network will be lower. Even though this scheme still involves transferring the same data multiple times from one central location, the rationale behind it is that when only data that is actually needed is transferred, the total amount that needs to be transferred through the network is much lower. In other words, much of the data on the image files is actually never accessed.
III. IMPLEMENTED TRANSFER MANAGERS AND THE TEST

ENVIRONMENT
In this Section, we describe the transfer managers we have implemented for OpenNebula. We explain how simultaneous image transfers to multiple physical hosts are coordinated between different instances of the same transfer script, processes related to the transfers and how these processes run in the image repository and on the physical hosts used to host virtual machines.
To implement the transfer managers described here, we have written implementations of the clone script. This script is used to copy images from a central location to one or more physical hosts. As the implementations of the other scripts do not affect the deployment speed problem, they have been reused from the SCP transfer manager that is a part of the basic OpenNebula package.
A. BitTorrent
We chose rTorrent [3] as the BitTorrent client to use with the BitTorrent transfer manager and opentracker [18] as the tracker. RTorrent runs constantly on both the image repository machine and the virtual machine hosts. The image repository host acts as an initial seeder for all the images in the image repository. The necessary torrent files are generated and stored on the image repository host.
When the transfer manager clones a virtual machine, it first checks if the correct image is already on the host where the VM is being cloned. If it is, it creates a local copy of it instead of transferring the image through the network. This is the case when the image has already been transferred to the host by a previous deployment, but it has not yet been deleted.
If the image could not be found on the host, the transfer manager triggers a download by sending the corresponding torrent file to a directory being watched by the rTorrent client running on the host. The client sees the new torrent file and starts the download. Once the download finishes, the client notifies the transfer manager script. The transfer manager then copies the image file for deployment under a subdirectory of the VM directory.
The transfer manager handles deleting virtual machines by only deleting the copy of the image that the machine booted from. The original transferred image is left on the host so that further clone operations of that image to that host only need to do a local copy operation. This also means that hosts that have a given image can continue seeding it to other hosts, distributing the load of image transfers. It is possible that at some point these old images would take up so much space that deploying any new images becomes impossible. This case is handled by a separate cleanup script.
B. UDPcast
UDPcast [5] is a multicast file transfer tool. It runs a server process called udp-sender on the machine sending files and a receiver process called udp-receiver on each of the machines receiving files. Multicast groups are automatically negotiated between the sender and the receivers using broadcast messages and the transfer speed between the server and the clients is automatically regulated. The transfer of a file is divided into multiple sets of packets called slices. Reliable transfers are ensured using a combination of acknowledgements for a slice and negative acknowledgements for any packets lost within that slice. After sending a slice, the server retransmits any packets within the slice that were lost by one or more recipients based on the negative acknowledgements it has received [19] .
The UDPcast transfer manager uses locks and shared files to coordinate multiple simultaneous deployments. Mutual exclusion is required to ensure that multiple sender and receiver processes are not started on each physical host taking part in the transfer of an image. Shared files are used to communicate the locations to write to to receiving processes. Each instance of the clone script writes a location where the image is to be transferred to such a file. Mutual exclusion is also used to control access to these shared files.
Unlike the other new transfer managers, the UDPcast transfer manager avoids the additional copy operation after the transfer by writing simultaneously to multiple locations using the tee [20] command. The output of udp-receiver is sent to a pipe instead of a file. Tee reads from this pipe and writes to the locations listed in the shared file that each instance added a destination line to.
C. UFTP
UFTP [6] is another multicast file transfer tool. Its main difference compared to UDPcast is a different reliable multicast protocol. Instead of dividing the file to send into slices, the server initially sends the file sequentially from start to finish without any retransmissions. Reliability is achieved through negative acknowledgements (NAKs): when a receiver notices that it is missing data that it should have received, it sends a NAK to the server. The server collects these NAKs from all the receivers and when the first round is finished, it begins retransmitting a union of all those packets it received a NAK for. This process is repeated until all the receiving hosts have all the packets.
The server process of UFTP runs on the frontend and sends data at a fixed rate to receiver processes listening on the virtual machine hosts. It takes as input a shared file with a list of hostnames. Before the server is started, each instance of the cloning script writes the hostname to which the image is being deployed into this file. In other words, this shared file defines the multicast group.
Locks and shared files are used for coordination between different instances of the cloning script. As with UDPcast, there is a lock to ensure that only one of the instances tries to start the server process. There is also a global lock to make sure only one instance of the server process runs at any one time. This is necessary as the transmission rate is set to a reasonable fixed maximum, and more than one process transmitting simultaneously at this rate would exceed the capacity on either the sending or the receiving links. This would lead to packet loss and inefficient transfers. The shared file containing hostnames is locked while the transfer is in progress.
The receiver process runs all the time on the virtual machine hosts. It writes any files received to the root of the virtual machine directory. From there, the image files are copied to their final locations to be deployed after the transfer has finished. If an image has previously been transferred to the host and the file still exists at the root of the virtual machine directory, it can be copied directly from the local copy, thus making the actual transfer unnecessary.
D. Transfer manager architecture suitability for multiple deployments
The current OpenNebula transfer manager model is tailored to deploying one virtual machine at a time. The deployment process of a virtual machine always involves running the same cloning script that handles copying the file to a physical host. This solution works well when only a few virtual machines would ever need to be deployed simultaneously and no coordination between the scripts is needed. In other words, the current transfer manager system is suited to multiple independent unicast transfers. However, certain transfer methodssuch as multicast -treat the transfer of one image to multiple physical hosts as a single transfer session.
To accommodate multiple simultaneous deployments, the logic of OpenNebula would have to be changed so that instead of calling multiple scripts, it would instead provide one process with all the necessary information for completing the deployment to multiple physical hosts. Working around the problem once the transfer manager script has already been called is not possible, as no single instance of the script has all the necessary knowledge. Instead, the script instances all have one small part of the necessary information that they must share with the others, which leads to the coordination problem.
In addition to the coordination overhead, the UFTP and BitTorrent transfer managers must first transfer the image to a temporary location on each host and then copy it from that location to a final location for deployment. This is necessary as only one transfer will run per host. The additional copy operation is faster than the transfer, but it still takes a long time. Fig. 1 . The average deployment time of a single virtual machine and the total deployment time in a batch of concurrent deployments using a 9.77 GB disk image. The "NFS NetApp" results are for storage exported by a dedicated storage controller, while the "NFS frontend" results are for storage available locally on the OpenNebula frontend.
E. Test environment
The system on which the transfer manager tests were run is a cloud system operated by CSC -IT Center for Science Ltd. As this was a recent procurement that had not yet been taken into use, it provided a good environment for testing. The hosts were dedicated for test purposes and there was no other load on the system to skew the results.
The network layout of the test system is simple. All the hosts are connected to the same network. There are two 48 port switches. The frontend is connected to one of these switches with a 10 GbE link. There are 72 virtual machine hosts. Half of these are connected to the same switch as the frontend and the other half is connected to the other switch. The connections between the hosts and the switches are 1 GbE connections. The switches are connected to each other using a 10 GbE connection.
The system is also connected to a disk array through a separate storage controller. The storage controller is a NetApp V3240, and it is connected to the disk array using two 4 gigabit Fibre Channel (FC) links. The storage controller contains 512 GB of SSD cache.
The frontend machine has two 6-core Intel Xeon X5650 2.66GHz processors, 72 GB of memory and six 600 GB 15000 RPM SAS hard disks. The 72 virtual machine hosts also have two 6-core Intel Xeon X5650 2.66GHz processors. 44 hosts have 24 GB of memory while 24 hosts have 48 GB of memory. The hosts have two 7200 RPM SATA hard disks.
IV. RESULTS
The default transfer manager in OpenNebula uses secure copy (SCP) [21] to copy image data. It sets up an encrypted unicast transfer between two directories that can reside on physically separate machines. A customized version of this script used at CSC uses Network File System (NFS) instead of SCP to copy files. We compared our implementations against these options. The NFS transfer manager was additionally tested using both storage on the frontend and on the dedicated storage controller. As the storage controller was only connected to the system at a late stage of testing, it was not used when testing the other transfer managers. Instead, storage on the frontend was used.
A. Deployment speed: large image
The total time used to deploy a number of virtual machines from the image repository to the hosts was measured by reading data from OpenNebula's virtual machine log files. A timestamp was written at the start and end of a transfer and the total time for a single transfer was taken as the difference between these timestamps. The total time for a deployment of several VMs was taken as the difference between the earliest and the latest timestamp for all VMs. The tests were repeated 10 times and the results averaged to mitigate errors produced by, for example, system processes interfering with the tests. Figure 1 shows the average deployment time of a single virtual machine and the total deployment time of all virtual machines in a batch of deployments as the number of concurrent deployments grows. This measures how well a transfer manager scales. The size of the image for the virtual machines was 9.77 GB.
For deploying just one virtual machine, the two NFS transfer managers are the fastest options. As the number of virtual machines being deployed grows, NFS and SCP transfers slow down rapidly whereas the deployment time with rTorrent or UDPcast is much more constant regardless of the number of VMs being deployed.
SCP scales well up to 10 concurrent deployments. This is to be expected, as the frontend has a 10 GbE link sending data and the nodes have 1 GbE links receiving the data. Therefore, the 10 GbE link can easily serve up to 10 simultaneous transfers to the slower links. After this, the average deployment time starts to grow rapidly, as the link on the frontend becomes more and more congested. Any parallel access to the NFS share on the frontend degrades performance significantly. This is most likely due to the settings for NFS on the frontend not being suitable for a large number of parallel connections. When the NFS share is instead behind a dedicated storage controller, performance is much better. As this is the fastest option for unicast transfers, it provides a good reference for maximum unicast performance in the system.
Out of the two multicast options, UDPcast performs better. We observed increasing amounts of packet loss when using UFTP when the number of virtual machines deployed grew. This packet loss can be seen as increased traffic in the results in Section IV-C. This packet loss affects deployment speed, and based on these results, the multicast protocol used in UDPcast is more scalable than the one in UFTP.
The approximate number of concurrent deployments in this test where using a more efficient transfer manager than SCP or NFS is beneficial is different for each of the new transfer managers. When compared against the fastest unicast option, UFTP is more efficient when there are more than 40 concurrent deployments. For UDPcast and BitTorrent this number is 20.
B. Deployment speed: small image
The image used for the first deployment test was converted into the QCOW2 format [22] to get a smaller image. By doing this, the size of the image was reduced to 899 megabytes from 9.77 gigabytes. The cost of using QCOW2 instead of a raw image is that the disk I/O performance of the virtual machine is reduced [23] . Whether this is a problem depends on the task being performed: the benefit of a fast deployment using a smaller image may be lost if the task is disk I/O intensive and thus takes longer to run.
We repeated the first deployment test using the smaller image to see the effect of image size on deployment speed. The results are shown in Figure 2 . It is immediately clear that the order of the transfer managers by deployment speed has changed dramatically. The fastest option in both total and average deployment time is NFS through NetApp. UDPcast is among the slowest options in this test, even though it was one of the fastest in the other test. While the scalability of the new transfer managers is still good, there are certain stages in them that require a certain fixed amount of time for each deployment.
As the image size in this test is smaller, the efficiency of network use is no longer the dominant factor in determining deployment time. The overhead of managing the transfer process is now more important. For example, bootstrapping a multicast transfer session takes more time than bootstrapping a unicast session. With multicast, the server must negotiate with and wait for a number of hosts instead of just one. The transfer can only begin when all hosts have either replied or timed out, whereas individual unicast transfers can be started as soon the client has replied.
The UDPcast and UFTP transfer managers spend a significant amount of time on tasks that are necessary to form the multicast groups. The instance of the transfer manager that starts the server must receive information from all the other instances about which locations the image should be transferred to. This master instance must wait before starting the transfer so that all instances have time to communicate the location where they want the image for deployment. Various delays and uncertainties mean that the time to wait must be relatively long. For example, not all the transfer manager scripts are guaranteed to start at the same time due to the OpenNebula scheduler and some of them may be delayed while writing to the shared files. The current time to wait for the UDPcast transfer manager is 30 seconds, which should guarantee that 60 virtual machines all get deployed in a single transfer session using the default OpenNebula scheduler settings. For small images, a much shorter time to wait would most likely be better, even if it means some virtual machines have to be deployed in a separate transfer session. With the smaller image, this waiting is a significant part of the whole transfer process.
Even though the BitTorrent transfer manager does not have the limitation of having to wait in the beginning, it is still Fig. 3 . The total amount of data transferred from the frontend machine with different numbers of deployed virtual machines. SCP is presented in its own graph due to a large difference in scale.
slower than the NFS options in the small image deployment test. This is partly because of having to do an additional copy step after the transfer. The copying could be made significantly faster by using a filesystem or an image format that supports copy-on-write copies [24] , [22] .
As there is no transfer method that is best in all situations, an adaptive method could be used that would select the best method for each deployment depending on the size of the image and the number of hosts to transfer to. With the architectural changes proposed in Section III, implementing such a method would be relatively simple. Figure 3 shows the increase in data transfer from the frontend machine as more virtual machines are deployed. The size of the virtual machine image transferred in this test was 9.77 GB. In the ideal case, only this amount of data would be transferred regardless of how many virtual machines are being deployed and there would be no overhead caused by, for example, retransmission, informational messages related to the protocol or transmitting the same data to multiple recipients.
C. Frontend traffic measurements
As is to be expected, the multicast based UDPcast and UFTP transfer managers produce the least amount of traffic on the frontend. UDPcast is the most efficient, as its overhead remains almost constant as the number of deployed virtual machines increases. The overhead of UFTP increases steadily, and with 60 virtual machines deployed, about 30% of the data transferred is overhead. With UDPcast the overhead is approximately 7% regardless of the number of nodes.
The difference between the two is most likely due to their different rate limiting mechanisms. UFTP must be set to always transfer at a specific rate, whereas UDPcast can dynamically vary the transmission rate to achieve a more optimal transfer rate. As the number of receivers grows, the likelihood that at least one receiver misses a given packet increases. The likelihood of missed packets also increases the faster the transmission rate. Using a single transmission rate while avoiding dropped packets as much as possible means that either the transmission rate is too slow if there are few receivers or too high if there are many receivers.
The total amount of data transferred in the whole network when using BitTorrent is far larger than with the multicast transfer managers and should be close to the optimal case of data transferred when using SCP or approximately the number of virtual machines times the size of the virtual machine image. However, BitTorrent distributes the transfer to multiple physical hosts, which means only a very small part of the data is transferred by the frontend. The amount of data transferred from the frontend when using BitTorrent grows slightly as the number of deployed virtual machines grows, but not nearly as much as it does with SCP.
Even though more data is being transferred from the frontend when using BitTorrent, it is still in many cases as fast or faster than the multicast options. This is because of the 10 GbE link serving the 1 GbE links on the hosts. The multicast transfer managers only use a very small part of the available bandwidth, as the speed is limited by the 1 GbE links on the hosts. While with 60 deployed virtual machines the frontend is not yet a bottleneck with BitTorrent, if the amount of data that needs to be transferred continues to grow, this may start to negatively affect the deployment time.
D. BitTorrent piece size
The effect of piece size has previously been studied by Marciniak et al.. They concluded in their research that for small content, piece sizes as small as 16 kB are best while for larger content 256 kB is optimal [12] . They tested piece sizes from 16 kB to 2 MB. However, their tests attempted to simulate a situation where there is large variety in peer transfer capacity and all the peers have relatively slow connections. Also, the largest file size they tested was 100 MB.
In our case, all the peers have very similar transfer capacities that are also much higher than the ones tested by Marciniak et al. and the files are much larger than 100 MB. For this reason, we also test much larger piece sizes. The rationale behind this is that with the connection speeds available in the network, even the very large pieces can be transferred very quickly. The point where the delay from using large pieces becomes larger than the overhead associated with piece management may thus be much further in this environment. Figure 4 shows the average per machine deployment time and the total deployment time of 60 virtual machines using different BitTorrent piece sizes. The same 9.77 GB image that was used in the deployment tests was used here as well. The test was repeated 20 times for each piece size.
The optimal piece size when average deployment time is considered is 256 kB, which is in line with the results of Marciniak et al. for large files [12] . However, the differences are not very large for reasonably sized pieces. For example, the difference in deployment time between 256 kB and 8 MB is only about 5 %. It is only when the piece size is much larger that the deployment time is significantly slower. The variation in average completion time also appears to be smallest with those piece sizes that are closest to the optimal 256 kB.
The total deployment time does not follow the same pattern with respect to piece sizes as the average deployment time. Up to 8 MB, piece size appears to have almost no effect on the time when the last of the transfers is finished. Interestingly, 8 MB is an exception and seems to yield the fastest total deployment times. We do not know the reason for this. In any case, the difference to the smaller piece sizes is still quite small, especially considering the high degree of variation in the results for a given piece size. Figure 5 shows the effect the link between the two switches has on deployment speed when using BitTorrent. In the single switch case, 30 virtual machines were deployed to physical machines that were connected to the same switch as the frontend. In the two switch case, 15 of the physical machines were connected to one switch and 15 to the other. The test was repeated 20 times for both scenarios and the results averaged. The piece size was 4 MB. The difference is on average about 40 seconds or about 15 %. We believe there would be a bigger difference in a larger system with more switches and connections between them, as packets would traverse more than one of these crosslinks between switches.
E. The effect of network topology on BitTorrent
Steps should be taken to reduce the traffic on the crosslinks in order to maximize performance when using BitTorrent in a fast datacenter environment. Pieces that can be found closeby should not be needlessly requested from peers that are multiple network links away. Downloading peers could use some heuristic to determine the closeness of peers from a network topology point of view and then bias the closest peers in peer selection. However, to prevent a situation where those peers closest to the initial seeder get a disproportionate share of the available resources as they all bias connections to each other, seeding should behave differently. The initial seeder could instead prefer to send to downloaders that are distributed as widely as possible.
V. CONCLUSIONS We implemented and evaluated three transfer managers for the OpenNebula cloud middleware. One of these is based on BitTorrent and two are based on multicast. Our evaluation of these transfer managers showed that they provide significantly better performance than the default transfer managers of OpenNebula for multiple simultaneous deployments under certain conditions.
The optimal transfer mechanism depends on the amount of image data to transfer, which is determined by the number of hosts and the size of the image. In our test environment, the overhead associated with image transfers means that for reasonably small deployments, unicast is the fastest option, but BitTorrent and UDPcast are much faster for large deployments. Further improvements in these two transfer managers could make them viable for smaller deployments as well. While the UFTP transfer manager also performed well in these situations, its reliable multicast protocol proved to be less scalable than the one in UDPcast.
Some of the inefficiencies in the transfer managers are due to the transfer manager model of OpenNebula not being optimal for concurrent deployments. Further development should aim to minimize the overhead caused by coordinating multiple transfers. While the current transfer managers can be optimized further, the best results would be gained by changing the transfer manager architecture completely.
Because BitTorrent worked well in our tests we performed additional test to study how BitTorrent piece size and peer selection influence its performance. The piece size used in BitTorrent transfers affects the average deployment time of a single virtual machine, but the total deployment time of all virtual machines in a large deployment is mostly unaffected. The best piece size for optimizing the average single machine deployment time is 256 kB, but the best piece size for total deployment time is 8 MB. More intelligent peer selection could be used to make BitTorrent transfers more efficient by avoiding bottlenecks in the network.
